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Abstract 

Most linguistic research on Zapotec-Spanish language contact has centered on Spanish in

fluences such as loanwords borrowed into Zapotec. The current state of the field fails to 

acknowledge the structural effects that Zapotec has had on modern Oaxacan Spanish. This 

thesis analyzes variation and innovation found in a corpus of Zapotec and Spanish bilingual 

manuscripts. The goal in variationist language contact studies such as this one is to tell the 

stories of the sociolinguistic identities whose language use informed the local variant. The 

patterns that emerged because of Zapotec grammar's influence can be captured dynamically 

across time by way of data visualization and complementary present-day studies, both of 

which this thesis will begin and suggest. 
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1 Zapotec in Contact with Spanish 

This thesis examines two Zapotec-Spanish language contact effects that will be analyzed at 

opposite ends of a spectrum: Depth of Transfer. The spectrum presents a common mystery 

to sociolinguists who study language contact situations all over the world. The shallow end 

of the spectrum hosts many transient, surface-level effects representing Zapotec grammar's 

interference in Spanish language formation. Examples of these effects are not expected to 

be uniform across all idiolects, but they may be useful for identifying bilingualism. They 

provide snapshots of the ongoing process of a speaker's second language acquisition. 

Depth of Transfer 

Increased Presence in Local Dialect 

Figure 1: The Depth of Transfer spectrum mentioned above. 

At the other end, we place the effects that are more persistent. Their increased presence 

characterizes the affected language itself- in this case, Spanish. On a structural level, any 

construction that has grown roots in Spanish syntax would belong at this deep end. No 

feature of Zapotec could reach the deep end of transfer, without having first been inter

ference. So why did some features of Zapotec that interfered with Spanish grammar remain 

relegated to the shallow end of this spectrum when other features actually became mapped 

onto the Spanish language as transferred pieces of Zapotec grammar? 

The course of my analysis begins with uncovering variation in Spanish bilingual texts. 

Any Spanish constructions that would be ungrammatical in the Castilian Spanish grammar 

constitute candidates for contact effects if they reflect features from the Colonial Valley 

Zapotec grammar. With a diachronic analysis of Zapotec-influenced variation, the goal is 

to achieve a greater understanding of Oaxacan Spanish dialect development. Luckily, I 

have access to modern day speaker intuitions which allow for strong hypotheses on which 

transferred constructions are present in Spanish today, but examples of constructions from 

the 17th-18th centuries receive the most analysis in this thesis. These examples, which come 

from a corpus of legal manuscripts, demonstrate that bilingual translators produced a range 

of linguistic variation types which can be tracked back to Zapotec influence. 

Spanish influence on Zapotec has been much more widely studied than the converse: Za

potec influence on Oaxacan Spanish. The instances of variation that I look at in this thesis, 

whether the result of language learning or dialectical innovation, all stem from language con-
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tact between Zapotec and Spanish. Representations of this contact beyond glossed examples 

will be explored through data visualization, a necessary technique for historical linguists that 

can answer questions about the nature of linguistic interference and the spread of innovation. 

My thesis puts forth an in-depth analysis of one Oaxacan Spanish construction which 

may have been formed based on Zapotec quantifier-building conventions: los dos can as an 

ambiguous conjunction used in naming groups. Given an increase in scope that this feature 

underwent, a few sketches of potential change dynamics will be offered with the caveat that 

modern Oaxacan Spanish data still needs to be developed on the topic. The classification of 

this quantifier strategy for groups relies upon on the depth of transfer level, and confirmation 

from modern Oaxacan Spanish speakers leads me to conclude that it qualifies as a deep 

transfer from Zapotec into Spanish. What's more, it constitutes a dialectical innovation 

which exemplifies the long-term impact that Zapotec languages had on Spanish in Colonial 

Oaxaca. 

When it comes to framing this study in the context of other linguistic projects, it applies 

research from the subfields of both bilingualism and dialect studies. For the descriptive 

analysis of contact-induced innovation, a review of seminal language contact works will be 

referenced. A contextualized comparison of these frameworks' goals allows me the advantage 

of drawing on all three to explain the deponent structures found in the manuscripts. Non

canonical transfers, or borrowings, and structural transfers both belong at the deep end 

of the spectrum in question, but I will draw out the implications of each classification for 

the stories of these pueblos. In the end, examples of data visualization used to analyze 

my findings illuminate how Zapotec grammar persisted under the duress of imperialism. It 

is my aspiration that this thesis contributes to the ever-expanding field of analyzing and 

disseminating the features found in historical corpora. 

1.1 Colonial Valley Zapotec 

The Zapotec language family originated in Mesoamerica, branching off the larger Otomanguean 

language family. Today it consists of at least 57 distinctive Zapotec languages spoken by 

441,182 people (Simons and Fennig 2018) [211. The Zapotec language represented in the cor

pus studied for this thesis may have functioned as a standardized lingua franca variety that 

allowed myriad towns with different Zapotec dialects to communicate more easily. This va

riety, called Colonial Valley Zapotec, has been studied as "a historical form" from which the 

many diverse modern Valley Zapotec cognates developed (Reher et al 2014) [81. The corpus 

of archival documents that provides Colonial Valley Zapotec data includes both handwritten 
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legal manuscripts and printed religious texts from a range of about 250 years between the 

16th century and the late 18th century. 

The linguistic feature.s of CVZ have been sket:ched in previous works: just like its modern 

de.scendants, it follows VSO word order with some flexibility, and its templatic verbal mor

pholcgy has been cla.ssified as polysynthetic. While modern Zapotec language.s are tonal, 

the analyzed data for CVZ consists of solely written materials, so its tonal distinctions can 

only be estimated. 
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Figure 2: The Ticha Project's map of manuscript origins. 

j 

In Figure 2, a modern map of Mexico is marked by pointers showing the approximate 

locations of the towns whose legal institutions conserved the manuscripts which I study. All 

of the locations are based upon the geolocation of colonial churches in each town, as the 

layout of Oaxacan pueblos usually follows the pattern of the traditional Mexican centro with 

the Catholic church in a place of central importance. Some of the locations are indetermi

nate because of the names of place.s changing, but historical records of name change.s have 

allowed me to guess the modern town corresponding to a renamed colonial town. Of course, 

due to potential overlap for named place.s, the.se are just hypotheses and not conclusions. 

Regardless, a discrete area appears in the map: the Valley of Oaxaca. Only four points 

stand apart from the conglomeration, and the four outliers only contribute one text each to 

the examined 54 texts. The complete list of towns and documents can be found online at 
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the Ticha project [12]. 

When it comes to language contact between Spanish and indigenous languages of Mesoamer

ica like Zapotec, linguists have studied the influence of Spanish on the substratum languages 

far more often than they have studied the opposite. Because Spanish was and continues to 

be an imperial language, and because it was later declared the national language of Mex

ico during the Mexican independence movement, it became ubiquitous in Mexico, even in 

Zapotec-speaking Oaxacan communities. Learning Spanish has usually been prioritized over 

native languages' preservation since the 20th century, which means that each generation has 

had fewer Zapotec speakers. Today, Zapotec languages are endangered, and there is a com

monly held misconception that while the Spanish language affected Zapotec, Zapotec had no 

effects on Spanish whatsoever. This false idea paints the Zapotec languages as weak, which 

is damaging to language revitalization efforts and to linguistic identity of Zapotec-identifying 

people. The failure of academic institutions to study the impact of Zapotec languages on the 

imperial and nationalist language, Spanish, produces a perceivable absence of Zapotec voice 

that could be wrongly interpreted as a real lack of impact. This interpretation would not 

only be false, but would compound the damaging narrative of Spanish linguistic superiority 

which continues to harm many modern day Zapotec speakers by way of discrimination. 

A few linguists have not missed the chance to study Spanish language change as it 

relates to indigenous language influence; for instance, the work of Hardman de Bautista 

(1982) touches on sound change as well as syntactic variation [7]. In regards to Zapotec 

linguistic studies, there is a concurrent paper by Rosemary Beam de Azcona that studies 

several effects of Zapotec on Spanish by investigating the Sierra Sur region's Spanish and 

finding that postverbal subjects and some other originally Zapotec features have transferred 

to the bilingual dialect [2]. Her work is critically important not just because it contributes 

to the field but because, as she puts it, "la forma en que se habla el espanol en la Sierra Sur 

cuenta una historia zapoteca" or "the form in which Spanish is spoken in the Sierra Sur tells 

a Zapotec history" (Azcona in preparation) [2, p. 3]. These works are increasingly relevant 

as speakers of endangered languages become activists seeking to discover more about the 

histories of their languages. The accessibility of these projects is more critical than ever. 

For the linguistic field, the clarity and organization of such works are also an issue. The 

frameworks accessible to sociolingusts are numerous and complex, but when it comes to 

diachronic studies of languages living in resistance, no clear style has emerged as coherent. 

For interested non-linguists and invested theoretical linguists alike to get something out of 

sociolinguistic writings, a consolidated model would help. With this in mind, my analysis 
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will attempt to touch on each of the the typological categories most important to influential 

authors like Thomason & Kaufman, Muysken, and Labov. 

1.2 Spanish as an Imperial Language 

In order to make clear the sociolinguistic context in which language contact took place, I will 

preface the highly political history of Spanish being spoken in Mesoamerica. The history of 

Spanish in Mexico is, by nature, imperial history. Before the sixteenth century, Spanish was 

not a language spoken in Mesoamerica; in fact, there are myriad substratum languages in 

the region, languages that developed there. The Mesoamerican language group is one of the 

most diverse groups worldwide, and within it "the area of greatest diversity is located in the 

State of Oaxaca (36,820 sq. miles)" (Suarez 1983) [23, p. 161. In the communities that this 

thesis investigates, Zapotec was the substratum basis for language and communication. 

Since 1520, when the Nahuatl empire was displaced by the Spanish conquest and em

pire, religious and political officials asserted the goal of disseminating Spanish speaking and 

writing among native peoples. Farriss (2018) [61 describes the unique obsession with doc

umentation as a characteristic of the Spanish empire. This directly incited the rapid pace 

of Spanish language acquisition as well as the creation of the materials and practices that 

provided models for those acquiring Spanish. 

Economic aims of the new empire contributed to the impetus to learn Spanish as well, 

because they included the exploitation of indigenous labor and lands. How could a family 

defend the resources they possessed when a new empire had changed the rules by which one 

claimed to own that land? Not only that, but the language in which these claims were made 

had changed in accordance with the new guard. 

Finally, the sociopolitical goals of imperial agents figured into this language contact en

vironment. The language choices made by bilingual speakers were highly stratified. While 

under the duress of colonial exploitation, indigenous people often married Spaniards or aid

ing the Spaniards in their imperial bureaucracy. Social movement was a matter of survival; 

it is estimated that by 1650, the indigenous population had suffered such losses from foreign 

disease that only 150,000 indigenous people remained in Oaxaca, although the 1520 esti

mate is 1.5 million. This immense loss necessitated drastic change in the functions of every 

community, and facilitated further dependence on the Spanish empire. 

Those who bore mestizo children, or mixed children, brought about the familial struc

ture that was the first certain catalyst for bilingualism. Other catalysts included efforts 

by Spanish friars to teach Spanish, which were initially unsuccessful until they had studied 
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Zapotec as well and cultivated bilingual texts; even then, Spanish monolinguals were far 

outnumbered in Oaxacan towns, so anyone who did not grow up in a bilingual home would 

have very few spoken sources of Spanish language input. These factors imply that, while 

some indigenous priests or cassiques may have had to acquire Spanish quickly by learning 

from monolinguals, that was not a popular case for language acquisition, and a town would 

likely not be bilingual during the first generations of language contact. Those generations 

would have been notably earlier than any of the documents in the corpus: 1528 was the year 

Dominicans settled in Oaxaca, so that is the point we will refer to as the start of language 

contact. Unlike in the Nahuatl empire, however, the elite class did not remain the only 

group to become bilingual. The cultural diffusion, religious fervor, and professional impetus 

surrounding it propelled Spanish to be coveted in some way by all kinds of people. 

Therefore the key difference between the precolonial imperial structure and the colonial 

one was the intensity of political pressures exerted on peripheral colonies. This pressure has 

a causal relationship with contexts for furthering cultural diffusion. For instance, Catholic 

religion in Mesoamerica spread so widely precisely because it made use of linguistic studies. 

While the Nahuatl empire did not study and record the substrate languages of its subject 

ethnic groups, the Spanish empire did, and did so meticulously, because the goal of express

ing religious concepts in these new tongues would require expert translation. While the 

translations studied in this thesis are Spanish representations of Zapotec texts, their con

ception was predicated on emphasis by the Spanish legal tradition on creating and curating 

detailed records. Their execution was assisted by the larger ongoing dialogue of bridging the 

gaps between Zapotec and Spanish, if only indirectly. 

It was a realistic understanding of the city-state structured empire that might have led 

to the Spanish religious officials' decision to encode their texts in indigenous languages; the 

empire was too vast for Spanish priests to divide up the territory and go about teaching 

Spanish before converting anybody in a given town. Rather, at the outset of the imperial 

plan, common people spoke the substratum languages, so those native languages were indeed 

the languages in which the imperial religious texts should be made available. Spanish policy 

on language for the national religion fluctuated between anti- and pro-Mesoamerican lan

guages, but the broad effects of the continued debate were that Spanish and Zapotec would 

coexist in many religious circles (Farriss 2018) [61. 

By the late 1600s, bilingualism had spread to the Valley of Oaxaca. This did not mean 

that there were a majority of common people who were bilingual speakers of both Spanish 

and Zapotec, but it does mean that such bilingualism existed in at least the elite network of 
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the towns and was coveted for its power. Elites were required to translate official bureaucratic 

documents to Spanish. Whether or not they would be punished directly for solely overseeing 

the creation of Zapotec documents is unsure, but the Zapotec documents would not be 

useful to a higher court, so it served both local and central imperial interests for important 

documents to be recorded in a standard language, Spanish. The cultural perception of the 

day would have upheld Zapotec as an important community language, for daily business and 

use among friends and family, but at the same time Spanish would possess loftier importance 

because of the conversations that were held in Spanish: matters of life and death, wealth 

and land. These conversations are represented in the corpus of last wills and testaments, 

bills of sale, and legal complaints that this thesis examines. 

In Mexico, the term dialecto is considered derogatory, so I choose to use the term 'variant' 

or 'variation' to describe the same concept as 'dialect' does: a language genetically related to 

a language that has been standardized which has developed differently from that standard 

language in certain aspects. 

1.3 Bilingualism 

Bilingualism is the phenomena of people acquiring more than one language. The first lan

guage, or native language of any speaker, is the one that they grew up speaking naturally 

with their community. If a speaker acquires a second language, they are considered bilin

gual. Second languages may be acquired later in life or may be acquired just as early as the 

first language. For this study, Zapotec will be considered the L1 even if bilingual Zapotec 

speakers learned Spanish and could be classified as "simultaneous bilinguals," because the 

substratum language of the region remains Zapotec and therefore an individual's exposure to 

Zapotec in this cultural context outweighed exposure to Spanish (Bhatia 2008:59) [31. When 

someone acquires two or more languages, the term 'second language acquisition' can be used 

to describe the process that they underwent when learning their second language (Butler 

2012) [4, p. 151. Phenomena such as code switching can highlight bilingual speech, but in a 

translation, alternation between the target language and the substrate language would not 

be expected. How, then, can we know that the translations were done by bilingual speakers 

of both Spanish and Zapotec? How can we know what their first language might have been? 

Bilinguals make use of different grammars, or linguistic frames of reference, for each of 

their languages. A grammar is, at its most basic, a network of lexical items, grammatical 

categories, and lexical connections to semantic domains. Instantaneous alternation between 

the two grammars is called code switching, while grammatical influence from one grammar 
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to the other is called interference. The documents tell nothing about code switching in the 

colonial era, because the translators did not switch back to a Zapotec grammar at any time 

while translating. However, they are filled with evidence of interference, which is exactly 

what I look for in any language contact effect. The effect, a describable linguistic feature, 

is what provides the example that I analyze, but the impetus for this effect is always the 

interference from a Zapotec grammar that has naturally arisen in the bilingual mind. 

1.4 Language Contact Studies 

Research on linguistic contact "stud[ies] the outcomes. .. when speakers of different lan

guages or dialects share a common geographical space" (Wesley Raymond 2018) [26, p. 

163]. Along this logic, a sociocultural linguistic study with syncretic religious lexical items 

as its data could be a language contact study, too, although its approach would look dif

ferent from mine. A feature-based search returns data that can be analyzed for a better 

understanding of the processes in language contact. 

1.4.1 Thomason & Kaufman 1992 

According to Thomason & Kaufman's seminal work on language contact, the outcomes of 

language contact can be described as "borrowing" or "substratum influence" (1992) [24, p. 

20]. In the case of a borrowing, a foreign lexical item or construction is used in another lan

guage, following all the grammatical rules of the language grammar it has entered. This is a 

clear and sometimes marked phenomenon, but it does not constitute deep structure transfer 

between the two languages. Deep structure transfers occur under "substratum influence," 

which is the second type of language contact effect Thomason Kaufman describe. While 

the superstrate, or newly imposed prestige language, may have more political power, the 

substratum language provides the base language in the local speakers' developing bilingual

ism. For instance, Zapotec is the substrate language in this study, because the area's first 

language was Zapotec; the people translating the manuscripts spoke Zapotec as their mother 

tongue. 

Language contact effects classified as "substratum influence" are features of the area's 

original language that permeate the superstrate language's structure and change its grammar 

in more ways than by just adding a new lexical term. In this study, the effects of language 

contact range from borrowing to potential substratum influence. These categories are im

portant to the research goal of describing the language contact, but they are not the only 

categories that will be discussed. Because language acquisition is also a result of language 
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contact, and it propagates transient interference in the studied documents, I will include 

it in my study by putting forth another binary dividing the potential grammar gaps which 

result for surface representation variation. 

Variation in constructions that exist in Spanish grammar but not in Zapotec grammar 

often represent idiolect-level bilingualism effects. When the underlying representation calling 

for Spanish morphology is transformed to a surface representation, the result is either the 

expected grammatical Spanish construction or a simplified version that passes the writer's 

grammaticality judgment due to interference from Zapotec grammatical rules. The tran

sience of this 'simplification' variation is evident in its failure to produce the same form 

consistently or follow any set of rules for when it occurs; it certainly does not persist and 

trigger language change. Simplification does not fall within Thomason Kaufman's crite

ria for language contact, because there IS no 'borrowing' or feature to transfer; there is a 

syntactic gap (1992) [24, p. 201. 

On the other hand, some variation represents evidence of dialect evolution in the Za

potec bilingual community. Constructions that exist in Zapotec, but not in Spanish, or 

constructions that are semantically more complex in Zapotec, often require innovation to 

be expressed in Spanish. This complicating effect works in opposition to that of variation 

based on simplification. In this case bilingual innovation serves a purpose beyond the idi

olect, as the community of bilinguals understands the Zapotec construction instigating the 

new Spanish construction. Variation created innovatively to aid translation efforts is likely 

to persist in a predictable pattern, following Spanish rules as a 'borrowing' or instigating 

structural changes in the target Spanish as a "substratum influence" (Thomason Kaufman 

1992) [241. 

I SIMPLIFICATION VARIATION I INNOVATION VARIATION 

Given a Spanish construction Given a Zapotec construction 

a lack in Zapotec grammar a lack in Spanish grammar 

manifests as grammatical incompleteness in Spanish manifests as an innovation in Spanish 

Table 1: Potential directions of language contact interference 

Given a Zapotec construction, a comparative lack of representation in semantically or 

syntactically related Spanish grammar manifests as an innovation in Spanish writing. 
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The grammatical incompleteness cited as a result of simplification variation notably dif

fers from any narrative stating that bilingual variation is an error, but to a native Castilian 

Spanish speaker from the Colonial era, the variation would appear to be erroneous. Look

ing deeper than that, given the data that was culled from these documents, I will examine 

whether the simplification variation ever followed grammatical rules or appeared more fre

quently in certain semantic domains. That would bring it into the realm of the categories 

Thomason Kaufman described (1992) [24]. 

1.4.2 Labov 1972 

In any language contact study, sociolinguistic consideration is key: the genetic makeup of 

the languages is never changed simply due to contact; time depth does not go far enough to 

make internally motivated change a viable explanation, and yet change occurs. All language 

contact is socially stratified, and the range of its resulting phenomena are a testament to 

stratification's strength (Labov 1972) [9]. Dialogism, which Coffman, other sociologists, 

and the philosopher Bakhtin furthered, reminds any scholar to consider the social context 

surrounding their data, as every utterance takes place in an ongoing social dialogue. In my 

study, the power dynamics inherent in imperial cultural contact are taken into account, as I 

have begun to elucidate in the above historical background section. 

As his career in sociolinguistics evolved, Labov worked more toward the elucidation of 

different types of sociolinguistic effects, defining the difference between transmission and 

diffusion as recently as 2007. It would not be sufficient, in the view of modern sociolinguistics, 

to state that language change is totally unpredictable due to the social stratification of 

individual situations. While that would be true to an extent, the creation of categories can 

help us to dissemble histories of linguistic change. The binary described by transmission 

(naturally formed variation in an area marked by diverse dialects or languages) and diffusion 

(borrowing that does not go through natural language learning processes) actually lines up 

quite well with the spectrum for deep transfer: transmission is evidence of deep transfer, 

because it demonstrates a speaker's knowledge of the innerworkings of a linguistic system. 

1.4.3 Muysken 2005 

[16] One of the most unique concerns m the field brought up by Muysken in his 2005 

data-driven, modular analysis of language contact acknowledges Cheshire's elucidation of 

the boundaries between pragmatic variation (communicative intent) and synactic variation 

(equivalent constructions). This work takes a step further to ensure that the discursive value 
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of the innovation is discussed as evidence for its likely diachronic path, which IS an often 

unfulfilled logic according to Muysken (Muysken 2005) [16, p. 33] 

2 Corpus 

2.1 A Closer Look 

Imagine that it is 1741 in Oaxaca, Mexico- the pueblo of Santo Domingo del Valle, to be 

exact. Don Pedro de Zarate finishes translating a bill of sale, an official record of families 

exchanging land and money. In doing so, he legitimizes a legal act and galvanizes it for the 

future. In effect: "Yes, this property was and is owned by Zapotec people." Signed, sealed, 

and put away for the potential resolution of future disputes. 

There's a discomfort in the need for translation. Zapotec speakers wrote the bill of sale, 

and it pertains to their Zapotec speaking community. But Zarate knows that not all of 

the town's land disputes would be resolved in Zapotec. Translating a Zapotec-language 

document into Spanish was a necessity if that document was to be used as evidence in a 

court case. 

In fact, Oaxaca's current linguistic landscape would look strikingly different to Zarate, 

but it would not shock him, given the imperial dynamic of power that belonged to Spanish 

even in 1741. 

Translating Zapotec documents into Spanish falls within the scope of Zarate's oversight 

as cacique, or regional indigenous leader, and in that job a transfer of power and autonomy 

is implicit. While Spanish elites were in charge of large territories, they were also vastly 

outnumbered, so the strategy of granting colonial towns a local chief became a common 

one for furthering colonial expansion (Deagan 2003) [5]. While the translations of Zapotec 

documents studied in this thesis clearly differ from examples of natural speech used in other 

language contact studies, I agree with the argument of Hidalgo Mouton in their book about 

Mexican Spanish's diversification: "the literary language coexists with the common language 

while the changes that are generalized in the latter are eventually accepted in the former" 

(Sanchez 2016) [20]. In other words, and more specifically related to the texts I have studied, 

it is clear that the conspicuous constructions analyzed as the results of language contact 

would have been too marked for professional writing if they not had been first 'naturalized' 

in the local speech patterns first. 
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Figure 3: Zapotec language text in the Archivo General del Estado de Oaxaca [12] 

2.2 Evidence of Bilingualism 

There are 23 translators represented in this corpus from 20 different pueblos, spanning 55 

works of translation from Zapotec into Spanish. The following table predicts all of the pos

sible linguistic identities which could have undertaken this job in Colonial Oaxaca. 

Translator identities 

TYPE OF TRANSLATOR Ll ROLE 

Type A - Zapotec Bilingual Zapotec Town official 

Type B- Spanish Bilingual Spanish Town official or priest 

Type C- Spanish Monolingual Spanish Gov't official using dictionary resources to translate 

Table 2: "What language background did these translators have? 

I argue that the majority of the translators in this corpus were bilingual L1 Zapotec speak

ers, corresponding with Type A above. Type C can be ruled out as a potential majority 

simply because the translation work of a Spanish monolingual would certainly not be com

prehensive. I have found a couple of examples of Type C work in the corpus, but they are 
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distinctive in that they are incomplete; their translator did not speak Zapotec, so they had 

to leave parts blank if a dictionary resource did not supply them with the necessary words. 

In short, we can tell when a Spanish monolingual is translating, and in these texts, it is not 

the case. 

Distinguishing between Type A and Type B requires a variationist perspective. "Soci

olinguists tend to see multilingual speakers as actors of social life who draw on complex sets 

of communicative resources which are unevenly distributed and unevenly valued" (Wei and 

Moyer 2008, p 14) [251. While Zapotec and Spanish have different grammars and speakers 

are aware of many differences between them, natural speech patterns such as code-switching 

have shown that bilingual people need not swap completely from one to the other. Given 

lexical decision tasks, bilinguals can often access one language's data more easily than the 

other-and not necessarily across the board. Beam de Azcona generalizes that usually sub

stratum influence is structural while prestige languages' lexical items are taken up by the 

substratum, and the case is the same for the modern language Sierra Sur Zapotec in contact 

with Spanish: "Aunque haya influencia lexica y gramatical tanto en espanol como en za

poteco, las lenguas zapotecas han adquirido vocabulario de espanol y el espanol ha cambiado 

su estructura para converger con la estructura gramatical del zapoteco" or, "Although there 

has been lexical and grammatical influence in Spanish like in Zapotec, the Zapotec languages 

have acquired vocabulary from Spanish and Spanish has changed its structure to converge 

with the grammatical structure of Zapotec" (Aczona In Review p 12). This mutual influence 

follows patterns based on the social relationship that speakers have to each language and to 

the expression of identity that comes with each language. Therefore, in the investigation of 

these documents, I expect to find Type A linguistic identities where a fluent understanding 

of Zapotec is represented in the completeness of the Spanish translation and where Zapotec 

grammar arises in Spanish form. 

The Spanish conquest of Nueva Espana is almost two centuries old in 1741. Zarate has 

already translated several legal manuscripts in his lifetime. Today, we're lucky to have access 

to these texts. A linguistic analysis of Zarate's Spanish translations confirms the historically 

sound hypothesis that as a cacique he was also a fluent speaker of both Zapotec and Spanish. 

Zapotec-Spanish bilingualism, as it came about in towns like Santo Domingo del Valle, is first 

visible among the religious and political elites who had reason to use Spanish professionally. 

In this piece we will first review the linguistic evidence in Zarate's work that identifies him 

as bilingual. 

This evidence includes variation, which we will define as alternation between multiple 
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grammatical forms. The linguistic innovation evident in his work fits with certain features 

of the Oaxacan Spanish dialect, and I hypothesize that the feature exists due to Zapotec 

language influence on the development of this dialect. 

There are several markers of Zapotec influence in Zarate's works that we can analyze as 

linguistic variation data. Let's break down the following examples to identify Zarate's use 

of Spanish as Zapotec-influenced. 

2.3 Data Collection Methods 

I transcribed the documents by viewing high-resolution images of them on the Ticha project 

website [121. Examples of variation or confusing constructions were recorded, and I chose 

to analyze most prominent groupings of variation by grammatical category. This analysis 

included finding a count for how many times a type of variation did or did not occur out 

of total potential occurrences. For different constructions that pertain to different semantic 

domains, the method for counting total potential occurrences changes. For instance, if a lack 

of noun and article/adjective agreement is the type of variation encountered in a text, I must 

conversely take note of every single time that noun and article/adjective agreement is done 

in the expected, standard Spanish manner. However, for the quantifier variation that will 

later be discussed as a type of conjunction in the bilingual Spanish texts, its semantic scope 

is understood to be quite specific. So I need not count every conjugation and quantifier, but 

rather every conjugation of two proper nouns. In the end, while counting tokens did not 

prove to form the most effective analysis of the variation, it was a good tool for progress 

because in counting the examples I also recorded all the examples of variation. From there 

"I compared the use of . .. the closest semantic equivalents" to one another and found the 

most interesting diversity within the variation, not just by looking at the variation as an 

entire quantitative body (Muysken 2005) [16, p. 451. 

3 Variation 

3.1 Agreement 

In Spanish, nouns are coded for number and gender. Determiners and adjectives used with 

nouns must "agree with" or match the number and gender marking of that noun. In Zarate's 

Spanish texts, though, we often find a surprising lack of agreement (marked with a): 
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3.1.1 Number 

(1) los sinco sacramento 
los cinco sacramentos 

'the five sacraments' 

(2) assi son los lindero 
asi son los linderos 

'this way are the boundaries' 

3.1.2 Gender 

Spanish (SDE758T) 

Spanish (SDE746T) 

(3) Las dos pedasos de los dos tierras 
ART.F.PL two piece.M.PL of ART.M.PL two land.F.PL 

'the two pieces of the two lands' Spanish (SDE704T) 

3.2 Simplification 

Why would Zarate, a professional Spanish translator, not always follow the expected patterns 

of number and gender agreement in noun phrases? The intended meaning may have even 

been well achieved, because one part of the sentence still has plural marking. Agreement 

variation is is found in these manuscripts in the following distributions: between the noun 

and the adjective, and between the article and the noun, and between an antecedent noun 

and a pronoun (Reher et al. 2014) [8]. 

Consider this: in CVZ, number agreement is not required. A number preceding a noun 

is one way to pluralize something, but in general the form of the noun would not change. 

(4) tobi cueyoo 

'one field' CVZ (Munro y Sonnenschein 2007) [15] 

(5) topa cueyoo 

'two fields' CVZ (Munro y Sonnenschein 2007) [15] 

(6) teyona cueyoo 

'all three of the fields' CVZ (SDE758T) 
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Another way to construct a plural in CVZ is to put the plural ra in front of the noun 

phrase. Again, the form of the noun would not change in agreement; the added plural ra is 

enough. 

(7) WI 

'guava' San Lucas Quiavini Zapotec(Munro et al 1999, p. 27) [14] 

(8) ra WI 

'guavas' San Lucas Quiavini Zapotec(Munro et al 1999, p. 27) [14] 

As for gender agreement, there are no pronouns in Zapotec that distinguish between 

masculine and feminine classes as Spanish does (Operstein 2003) and, more importantly, 

nouns are not marked for gender as they are in Spanish or German [17]. 

Zarate sometimes uses expected grammatical Spanish forms that show number and gen

der agreement in his translations, but other times, as in the above examples, he does not. 

The influence of Zapotec as his first language explains why. His Spanish grammar shows 

interference from Zapotec grammar-a language that does not utilize number and gender 

agreement in noun phrases. This variation is a window into his linguistic identity as a 

bilingual speaker. 

A critical question for the simplification process regards the translator's processing the 

features to which the alternating morphology of Spanish responds. When reading the Za

potec statement, the translator does not necessarily process the features [+masculine] or 

[+feminine] on any nouns. However, they certainly process the features [+plural] and [+sin

gular] in the original CVZ writing, because these features are not absent: 

(9) Un pedaso de tierra comprada suyo 
One.M piece.M of land.F bought.F POSS.M 

'one piece of his purchased land' Spanish (SDE746T) 

While there is plural marking in Spanish and Zapotec plurals do not get marked, a 

greater conceptual distance exists between the basic existence of [masculine/feminine] gender 

feature in Spanish, its alternating gender marking on nouns and agreement with articles and 

adjectives, and the lack of feature existence and marking in Zapotec. 

This crucial difference leads us to expect that, if the translator was not a fluent bilingual, 

we would find more variation in bilingual translators' Spanish gender marking than in their 

plural marking. We expect non-fluent bilingual translators to form bare representations of 
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gendered nouns, which in most lexical representations of Spanish would be the 'default' of 

a word. The instances of such bare representations of gendered nouns, however, are not 

notably fewer than on numbered nouns. This is because, often, the grammatical feature of 

gender is considered in the formation of a noun phrase, and lexical feature confusion leads to 

a mismatch rather than complete ignorance of the feature. When there is an error in number 

agreement, it necessarily overlooks part of the set of rules for pluralizing in Spanish, but it 

does not often overlook all of them and leave the noun phrase bare. 

Just looking at a single document unveils an extremely diverse set of agreement puzzles: 

(10) este dho escrit ur a 

este dha escrit ur a 

(11) tradusido escritura 

tradusida escritura 

(12) plata festivo 

plata festiva 

(13) este escritura ... tradusido 

esta escritura ... tradusida 

(14) la com pro el mismo 

la com pro la misma 

(15) otro medida 

otra medida 

(An740T) 

There are two types of gender marking variation: 1) feature gap and 2) lexical gap. 

I would call the mismatch in example (14) feature-sensitive and simply lacking in lexical 

realization is that those examples exhibit a clear understanding of certain gender features 

at play, whether the masculine or feminine agreement with la or el mismo is expected- the 

correct form does partially appear. 

Note that in (12) and (15) there is an apparent gap in the concept of any gender agreement 

whatsoever, but in (9) above the formation is full of the correct morphology types despite 
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its exact features being misrepresented. It represents a complete knowledge of productive 

pluralization practices with partial interference from Zapotec evident. 

Because I find both types of variation and not just feature gap variation in the corpus, I 

operate on the basis that the naturalness of forming Spanish sentences was NOT at question 

for these L1 Zapotec speakers; their L2 was indeed Spanish. The interference present does 

actually describe the bilingualism of this community as L1 Zapotec L2 Spanish speakers. 

The first step of this investigation, then, is fulfilled in confirming the bilingual nature of 

these texts. 

This analysis draws from Lightfoot's 1979 concept of "competing grammars" (Muysken 

2005) [16, p. 321. Rather than code-switching between two completely separate grammars, 

the speaker is always partially tuned into each grammar and cannot completely separate the 

naturalness of any given grammar from an utterance. These types of variation do not appear 

to follow any predictable rules for when agreement should and shouldn't occur, so there is 

no potential for substratum influence. There is no system being passed onto the Spanish 

of the region, as the Zapotec effect on the bilingual data is clearly one of simplification. In 

this study, the increased syntactic and semantic complexity of certain Zapotec constructions 

gives reason for innovation, but in a case where the substratum grammar is actually sparser 

than the target language's, there is no such impetus. These language contact effects did not 

form any lasting trend in the variant development of the region. 

Next, we will look at more variation. .. this time, variation that constitutes innovation 

and has repercussions for the future development of Spanish spoken in Oaxaca. 

4 Innovation 

Innovation can be understood as a "novel linguistic creation," purposefully or inadvertently 

generated in speech or writing (Paradowski Jonak 2012, p. 132) [181. The following variation 

constitutes innovation because I have not found a previous model for its structure in Spanish, 

but it occurs as a useful turn of phrase in several Zapotec translators' manuscripts- not just 

Zarate's. Take a look at this Spanish sentence from the 1741 bill of sale, or its English 

translation: 

(16) comparesieron Don Sebastian de Gusman los dos con su hijo 
Appeared.in.court Don Sebastian de Gusman ART.PL two with poss son 
lixitimo. 
legitimate. 
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'Don Sebastian de Gusman the two with his legitimate son appeared in court.' 

Spanish (SDE741T) 

How many people appeared in court? "The two with" evokes a calculation, 2 + 1, for 

me. In English and Spanish syntactic rules, with/con can introduce a prepositional phrase to 

modify the entities participating in verb phrases or belonging to nominal phrases. Therefore 

the lexical item with/con leads me to believe that something is being added. However, only 

two parties are elucidated: Don Sebastian de Gusman and his legitimate son. Looking at 

the original Zapotec text can provide a better idea of what this means. 

4.1 Quantifier and Dual 

To provide the morphological background needed for an analysis of the Zapotec, this section 

briefly explains the construction of a definitive quantifier in Zapotec. It meets the" cline of 

borrowability" for innovation because it offers something unique into the Spanish grammar 

system [19]. 

The verbal irrealis prefix qui gIves aspect to verbs by attaching before the root; all 

Zapotec verbs require tense/mood/aspect prefix marking (Smith Stark 2008) [22]. 

Deponency is defined as a "mismatch between morphosyntactic values and morphological 

form" (Baerman 2007) [1, p. 3]. The verbal morphology qui- has a morphosyntactic value, 

as the irrealis aspect applying to a verb, that it often appears without. For instance, in 

the following CVZ example from our corpus, the qui- prefix attached to a number creates a 

quantifier, and this construction will later be shown to be extendable into conjugation-like 

structures. 

(17) Ni lao quixopa PI. Alcaldo ordine-s ... 
that before the.two principal mayor ordinary-pI 

'Here before the two Principal Mayors .. .' Zapotec (1715) 

Typology for deponent structures includes the diachronic possibility that either an ancient 

genus developed by way of "homophonous interference" into all of a language's demonstrated 

uses unaccounted for grammatical rules, or there were originally multiple lexemes so there 

is "no issue of syncretism" (Baerman 2007) [1, p. 5]. So where did qui- the quantifier prefix 

come from? It is a difficult question to answer, and this ambiguity makes it likely that 

the speakers of CVZ had no easy way to translate the particle into Spanish except by their 

understanding of its distribution. 
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The distribution of qui- in Zapotec aligns with nothing in Spanish, but its particular use 

as a quantifier that simultaneously conjoins its arguments brought about an innovation in 

Spanish that modifies a Spanish quantifying strategy. The Zapotec basis for the innovation 

is exhibited in 12: 

Now, creating a full translation of 12 into English will be nearly impossible, but we can 

see that the conjunction between the two individuals is asyndetic but supported by the 

semantic value of quiropa. By putting qui-, the irrealis prefix, on a number, you can get a 

quantifier in Zapotec that defines the size of the group that is going to be discussed; in this 

example, quiropa constitutes a third person dual. 'Dual' will refer to a Zarate's translations 

include several examples of los dos can as a quiropa-based construction. The con appears 

optional, as the construction functions without it in example d. 

(18) gue guetao Ant.o de Silva quiropa xlmgananij 
ART deceased Antonio de Silva NOM.two POSS.son 

, (of) the deceased Antonio de Silva the two his son' 

(19) del difunto Ant.o de Silva los dos su hijo 
POSS.ART deceased Antonio de Silva ART.PL two poss son 

Zapotec (SDE736) 

'of the deceased Antonio de Silva the two his son' Spanish (SDE736T) 

(20) Cuye=nij lao Don Sebastian de Gusman qui-ropa xinij-gana=nij 
?=3 face Don Sebastian de Gusman IRR-two child-oldest=3 

'Don Sebastian de Gusman the two with his legitimate son appeared in court.' 

Zapotec (SDE741) 

Is this construction a calque? According to Farriss (2018), calques can be defined 

"broadly" as "any word or phrase translated literally" [6, p. 2231. The los dos can con

struction could not have been a literal translation per se due to its highly flexible, analytic 

semantic role that deals with so few real-world objects. Beyond its syntactic credibility as an 

independent construction representing bilingual speech, related translations of qui- quanti

fiers in these texts show that forming the construction was the result of productive processes. 

"framework where ... styles and registers are defined as repositories for usage patterns, con

structions, etc" One admirable point of Muysken's framework is the outright assention that 

a problem is finding frequent, outer representations of variation even though it should also 

be noted that there are inner forms of variation resulting from language contact (M uysken 

2005) [16, p. 331 

There is some variation within this innovative construction, but it never differs from one 

of the three word orders described below: 
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I. 'A los dos con B' 

II. 'A los dos 0 B' -meaning same as above 

III. 'los dos A con B' -possibly denotes a patient role when naming two people 

The above options constitute innovation because they are Zapotec-influenced and well

formed according to Spanish rules; they constitute transmission rather than diffusion, fol

lowing the rule that "dialect contact may influence transmission in a dialectally diverse 

community" but the results of transmission are complex and representative of a dialect's 

underlying structure rather than a simplified lexical borrowing (diffusion). I did not include 

III. in my analysis of the transmission, however, because it is not marked in meaning for 

Spanish speakers; ie: no monolingual Spanish speaker outside of Oaxaca would find it as 

unnatural as they might find I. and II. [10, p.]. 

I. and II. differ from what Spanish already had available in terms of conjunctions: 

TANBIEN/TAMBIEN/TAMVIEN Y CON 

conjoins clauses or NPs conjoins clauses or NPs conjoins by adding NPs 

tight or loose I tight I tight 

additive relation extends argument of predicate 

Table 3: Spanish conjunctions 

While the constructions based on quiropa are we 11-formed, the issue of ambiguity arises 

with the third person dual. It is possible that the open interpretation of this phrase could 

have incited further structural change in the Oaxacan Spanish variant. Potential starting 

points and paths for language change will be discussed in the next section. 

4.2 Transfer 

In this section, I will discuss potential reconstructions of the Zapotec towns' histories re

garding language change. 

Origin 1 
If, contrary to what I argued above, the construction "los dos can A" as a signifier for two 

parties did not exist in bilingual Spanish at the time of the translation, then its origin would 

be as a tool for translation. While nothing in Spanish had the form to represent an active 

pronominal quantifier, it did have quantifiers and conjugation. The translator, likely Don 

Pedro de Zarate or one of his predecessors, could have calqued the expression together and 
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used it throughout his career. However, it would be a stretch to assume that one person's 

innovation would occur in a vacuum; others likely innovated the same, and if they did not, 

then this path makes absolutely no sense. 

Origin 2 
The construction was likely a part of natural speech before appearing in these testaments. 

This is supported by the fact that similar productive translations of qui- quantifiers are con

sistent, so the ... and that the naturalness of speech innovation and circulation lines up with 

the high number of token examples we see even within a given town like Santo Domingo 

del Valle. "Since exact equivalence is usually impossible to achieve, the translation process 

involves an uneasy balancing act of compromises, trade-offs, and other kinds of accommo

dation" (Farriss 2018) [6, p. 2131. If the variation we found for these qui- quantifiers were 

less concentrated toward a certain form, Farris' description of translation techniques would 

apply to los dos can. 

I cannot possibly interpret the standard PP pattern with its semantic distribution of 

conjoining agent-role nouns and possessor nouns as an in-process translator's calque or a 

'compromise.' If this had been a calque solely based on quiropa, its distribution would have 

been wider. Its interaction with preexisting Spanish conjunctions in the speech of local 

bilinguals shaped its destiny as a more specific construction than just a quantifier. This is 

why I find Origin 2 so much more likely than Origin 1. In the narrative of Origin 1, this 

variation was already well on its way to becoming a normal part of the local variant in the 

Valley of Oaxaca. 

What path did this construction take to end up disassociated from the Zapotec languages 

and associated with Oaxacan Spanish variants instead? Useful next steps would include 

getting data from non-Zapotec towns, or any Oaxacan towns later in the postcolonial period, 

to see if and when the construction decentralized from being a direct language contact effect. 

Without a study of that period, I move on to the discussion that according to modern 

Oaxacan Spanish grammaticality judgments, the construction underwent a change in scope 

from what the colonial texts include. This will be discussed alongside an updated variant of 

the CVZ qui- quantifier in a modern Zapotec language. 

4.3 San Lucas Quiavini Zapotec 

28,000 people speak a Western Tlacolula Valley Zapotec language, with about 2,000 of those 

people living in the town of San Lucas Quiavini and an indeterminate number of others 
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outside the town who acquired the language there (Simons and Fennig 2018) [21]. While the 

language is endangered, it is widely spoken and understood in the town (Lee 2006) [11]. Dr. 

Felipe H. Lopez, an award winning Zapotec poet and PhD in Urban Planning, worked with 

me to explain how the quantifier construction works productively in SLQZ, or San Lucas 

Quiavini Zapotec [13]. 

The particles of interest here are the number words and the suffix -en. In another study 

on quantifiers, it was found that in the Tlacolula Valley Zapotec variant which SLQZ belongs 

to, "quantifiers can be used with added morphemes that look like regular verbal aspectual 

prefixes" and the descendant of the qui- morpheme was reduced to y- (Munro Sonnenschein 

2007) [15]. In the examples that Dr. Felipe H. Lopez provided, the same holds true, except 

with the y- weakened in example 16 to the point where it's barely audible before the rhotic 

phoneme [13]. 

(21) We went to the restaurant. 

Byoen rrestauran. 

(22) The two of us went to the restaurant. 

(y)ropen byoen rrestauran. 

y-rop-en byo-en rrestauran 

IRR-two-3p.prox restaurant 

(23) The three (of them). 

ygyonten. 

y-gyon-ten 

IRR-three-3p.prox 

(24) The four (of them). 

Ydyeapten. 

y-dyeap-ten 

IRR-four-3p.prox (Dr. Felipe H. Lopez, 2018) [13] 

The construction is not only productive in the Zapotec speaking community, but also 

retains its grammatical structure. "There are some aspects of the syntax of numbers (and 

other quantifiers) in TVZ that make them seem slightly predicate-like... quantifiers, like 

verbs, are required to have an associated nominal 'argument'" (Munro and Sonnenschein 

2007) [15, p. 4]. The -e·n suffix is required above to make those examples grammatical; 

that creates the parenthetical 'of them' which I did not attempt to elicit but was required 
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by Dr. Lopez for the construction's naturalness. Comparing this grammatical rule with 

the testaments, we find that they followed it both in Zapotec and Spanish; in the Spanish 

version, one name is always stated after the los das can and it would not be grammatical to 

leave can without an argument. 

4.4 Modern Oaxacan Spanish 

In Oaxaca, the los das can construction is still used today to express a dual. 

(25) Vimos la pelfcula los dos con Esme. 
We.saw the movie the two with Esme. 

We both saw the movie (Esme and I). (Dr. Felipe H. Lopez, 2018) [131 

The interpretation that you access when reading the sentence is determined by your 

lexicon, or your mental word inventory, and how the lexicon connects to the syntactic rules 

of your native language. I have surveyed some native speakers of modern Spanish, and the 

interpretations are split. Is this a grammatical sentence that means two people went to a 

movie, or is it a slightly confusing structure that means 2 + 1 people went to a movie? 

Without having conducted a formal study, I can't be certain, but it seems that the people 

who interpret 2 people are actually speakers of a Spanish variant, who may on a structural 

level see the los das can construction in its totality as a second person quantifier. 

In Oaxaca, the los das can construction is still used today to express a dual: 

(26) Fuimos al cine con Juan. 
We.went to.the movies with Juan. 

This sentence can have two potential interpretations: 

(i) We went to the movies with Juan (3+ total people). 

(ii) We went to the movies, Juan and I (2 total people). 

The interpretation that you access when reading the sentence is determined by your 

lexicon, or mental word inventory, and how it connects to the syntactic rules of your native 

language. I have informally posed this interpretative question to some native speakers of 

Spanish while sharing this research in Philadelphia, Los Angeles, and Oaxaca; their intuitions 

are not the same. Some people can access both meanings, and some people can access only 

the first. 

Those who can access both interpretations appear to be speakers of a Zapotec influenced 

Spanish variant. As this los das can phrase became common in the local dialect, more 

speakers would have grown accustomed to its role as a dual and incorporated it into their 
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structural understanding of the language. A long term impact may be that, today, adding 

con to a sentence modifies the subject by specifying or naming one of the parties included, 

not necessarily by adding anything. 

In Bermudez-Otero's conclusion in Baerman's 2007 collection of articles on deponency, he 

discusses language change creating productive morphology that has an irregular, difficult to 

explain usage [1]. Perhaps in the course of language change, los dos can underwent "further 

detachment" from quiropa simply because the group of speakers enlarge ned to include non

speakers of Zapotec. Bermudez-Otero describes reasons for deponency as "developments" 

that can include a suite of related constructions in the language causing a semantic shift, 

or the original syntactic system gradually weakening in its rigidity [1, p.2]. Future studies 

investigating Oaxacan Spanish's development can respond to this open question further. 

Under the hypothesis that the structure broadened over time to include first person as well 

as third person, I determine that the quantifier construction had been deep transferred to 

Spanish as substratum influence (Thomason & Kaufman 1992) [24]. The construction could 

also be a non-canonical transfer that does not signify deep transfer or syntactic influence, 

but only if it was used in a purely lexical fashion; both the Colonial variation in form and 

the modern day state of the dual proffer a deeper structural transfer. As far as I have 

seen, it is not accessible to speakers as a variation option to take the place of other lexical 

conjunction words in Spanish, like y or tambien, in domains outside of specifically describing 

people groups. It carries the syntax of quantifier embedding from Zapotec, but its semantic 

role consolidation is owed not to Zapotec but to the social context of its origin in bilingual 

communities. The legal texts only used the construction in sentences where the conjoined 

group acted as agent or possessor; these semantic roles are coded for people to fulfill easily, 

and so the construction continued to develop in the direction of describing people groups. 

Bilingual Zapotec-Spanish speakers like Don Pedro de Zarate mapped quiropa onto Span

ish and developed a novel part of Oaxacan Spanish grammar, an innovation, that persevered 

in the region over several centuries. 

5 Diachronic analysis 

Of course, the data from the Colonial era alone are not sufficient to reach a conclusion about 

the development of anyone feature in the Oaxacan Spanish dialect. A relevant research 

question to philologists is, How can I represent this data in a way that reveals trends, or 

the processes and spaces in between what is known? The only way to make these findings 
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more salient is to clarify which parameters we are using and look at them in relation to one 

another, which is greatly assisted by data visualization tools. 

The Changing Role of Innovative Quantifier Conjunctions 

Mo Agency!Po«e« ion 

• .,.oq 
• n/" 
• pO«"U'OIl , 

, 

o 
1687 1715 1716 1725 1726 1733 1736 1737 1740 1741 1746 1749 1786 

Figure 4: The corpus shift in distribution according to conjoined elements' roles 

The quantifier dual in bilingual Oaxacan Spanish does not belong in every semantic 

domain; this is not only suggested by the data, but by the very discursive motivation to 

innovate such a construction based on Zapotec quantifier conjunction; if the intended mean

ing is different enough to be innovated separately from what Spanish already had in the 

way of conjunction strategies, then of course it should have a discrete semantic role when 

mapped onto Spanish. Interestingly, the semantic role evoked by the los dos can construc

tion appears to have changed within the short time depth represented by our texts, and this 

supports my hypothesis that it broadened over time. In the beginning, the legal texts only 

used the construction in situations of possession, to describe groups of possessors whose land 

or money was being discussed. Then, new meaning arose and became more widely used 

than the first: the bright blue segments represent examples where the quantifier dual did 

not describe a group of possessors in the sentence, but did describe the party occupying the 

sentence's agent role. 
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Innovat ion Timeli ne 
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Figure 5: Timeline showing which towns contributed to quantifier dual tokens 

Innovation Timeline 

• 

,no 

Pueblo 

Santo Domingo del Val le 

Cludad de Oaxaca 

Theolapotlan 

San Mateo MacUllx6chiti 

• • 

1741 1751 

• • 
1691 1701 1711 1721 1731 

Number of Records 

• 1 

1761 1771 1781 1791 

Figure 6: The above timeline zoomed in 

• 

6 

As the timeline shows, the most im pactful region for the los dos can construction was 

Santo Domingo del Valle, and the peripheral effects are visible as well in towns like San 

Mateo Macuilxochitl. What is most mysterious is the fact that Theozapotlan had such an 

early token of the construction. That Theozapotlan document represented by the square 

seems isolated, but it could have been accompanied by more tokens in other documents- our 

corpus does not have more than one document from Theozapotlan. 
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Translators' Examples of Innovat ion 
Pueblo 

• (,udad d. O"lKa 

• S"" Mat"" Macu, I.6chltl 

• s..nto Dom,ngod.1 Val le 

• Tllo>Ozaf>Otl"" 

Figure 7: Individual translators' contribution to quantifier dual tokens in corpus 

The individual translators who created the written models for the quantifier dual variation 

are visualized here. While Don Pedro de Zarate had by far the most examples of this 

construction in his works, it does not mean that the construction was necessarily more 

natural for him than it was for those in neighboring towns; we only have access to the legal 

documents, and in those the construction only appeared in contexts discussing two named 

persons who had identical semantic roles in a sentence. Therefore, if the sentence was about 

someone selling their house to someone else, los dos con would never appear unless two 

people were on the selling or receiving end, and both were named to a certain degree. I 

believe that Don Pedro de Zarate's writing style was simply the best vessel for these types 

of sentences to arise, and the fact that the construction appeared at all in other towns is 

just as striking to me, because it was likely a part of natural speech first no matter where it 

originated. 

5.1 Proposed Diagnostic Tools 

5.1.1 Interference Suggests Bilingualislll 

The diversity of data shown in this thesis as interference from Zapotec is fantastic to behold, 

but difficult to analyze meaningfully. One useful analysis of this variation is to use it as 
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a diagnostic for bilingualism in reconstructions of history that aim to amplify the Zapotec 

voice. If these were documents written by Spanish friars, they would not have such constel

lations of agreement puzzles caused by bilingual interference. While I could not arrive at a 

recommended quantitative threshold for variation as a diagnostic for bilingualism (because 

a lack of interference variation examples in one text does not necessarily mean an author 

will also lack variation in another one of their texts), the linkage between bilingualism and 

agreement variation has been well established in this corpus. 

5.1.2 Transfer spectrum application 

By drawing one focus from each of the seminal works I studied (Thomason & Kaufman: 

lexical versus syntactic impact of interference; Labov: naturalness of learning any given type 

of variation in social context; and Muysken: discursive motive for innovating variation), I 

was able to build a nuanced analysis of the variation exemplified in the corpus of bilingual 

Zapotec-influenced documents. For these documents, nothing less would have been appro

priate, because the prestige associated with the legal realm and Spanish constrasts so boldly 

with the Zapotec features present in the data, and those thematic comments alone bring 

up modular concerns outside of the features themselves. I think that the next step in this 

framework would be to stretch the transfer spectrum across other dimensions to include all 

of the categories brought up in this thesis, from transmission and diffusion to borrowing and 

substratum influence. Locating different types of attested variation from diverse commu

nities on this type of a conceptual graph would build good grounds for linguistic variation 

companson. 

5.1.3 Data visualization impact on findings 

The impact that applying data visualizations had on my research was not only consequential 

but massively so. The patterns that emerge when one factor of a complex construction is 

highlighted (for instance, the alternation of distribution in possessor nouns or agent nouns) 

are made far more accessible with tools such as the one I used, Tableau. Tableau has a 

bit of a learning curve, but is accessible to students for free and has the useful ability to 

export its creations online for distribution. I predict that time lines concerning specific towns 

and graphs describing the identities of translators would be the most accessible and popular 

for the interested non-linguist commmunity online. For the theoretical linguists, I would 

anticipate that these data visualizations would only be more useful for projects with bigger 

corpora. 
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